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Abstract—In-depth security analyses of power systems (PSs)
require to consider the vulnerabilities to natural and human-
related threats, which may cause multiple dependent contin-
gencies. On the other hand, such events often lead to high
impact on the system, so that decision-making aimed to enhance
security may become difficult. Introducing the uncertainty, the
risk associated to each contingency can be evaluated, thus
allowing to perform effective contingency ranking. This paper
describes an in-depth security assessment methodology, based on
an “extended” definition of risk (including threats, vulnerability,
contingency, and impact) aimed to perform the risk assessment
of the integrated power and Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) systems. The results of the application to
test cases and realistic PSs show the added value of the pro-
posed approach with respect to conventional security analyses in
dealing with uncertainty of threats, vulnerabilities, and system
response.

Index Terms—Blackouts, contingency, extreme events, power
systems, probability, risk, security, threats, vulnerability.

I. INTRODUCTION

TRANSMISSION system Operators (TSOs) are more and
more interested in pursuing the objective of a “resilient”

power system: resilience has been defined in different
contexts [1]–[3], but a quite agreed definition indicates
resilience as “the ability of a power system to anticipate,
absorb, adapt to and/or rapidly recover from a disruptive
event” [3]. A major pillar to evaluate the resilience of a power
system is the assessment of its security with respect to human-
related and natural hazards, starting from the quantification of
the likelihood and the impact of the threats, as well as the
vulnerability of system components. To do this, TSOs need
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to adopt jointly-agreed security assessment methodologies [4],
based on an “extended” risk concept to account for the threats,
the vulnerabilities, the uncertainty of initiating events and of
the power system response to disturbances (e.g., including
protections and operators’ behaviour).

Probabilistic risk based approaches have been adopted for
many decades in power system planning [5], but are rela-
tively new in security assessment, where N-1 criterion is still
deemed as a good tradeoff between completeness and com-
putational time. Though different risk based approaches to
security assessment have been proposed by researchers in the
last few years [6]–[10], the risk concept has been introduced
only very recently by few operational standards to deal with
extreme events. NERC Std. TPL-001-4 [11] suggests a list of
single as well as multiple extreme events (e.g., loss of a sub-
station or power plant) to measure power system performance
in operational planning. NERC Std. CIP-014-1 [12] is being
introduced to identify and protect transmission stations and
substations and relevant control centers that –if affected by
a physical attack– may lead to widespread disruptions and
cascading outages.

In Europe, ENTSO-E [13] confirms the need to satisfy the
N-1 criterion, but suggests a risk-based approach to quantify
the opportunity to make the system secure against specific N-k,
k>1 disturbances. Reference [14], which reports the state-of-
art in cascading risk assessment, highlights the importance to
deal with multiple contingencies –i.e., the main cause of cas-
cading outages- and states that the identification of the most
important cascades can benefit from the modeling of triggering
causes (threats), from storms to sabotage: thus, the assess-
ment of power system vulnerability to weather/environmental
threats can help build a risk based approach to security.
Some studies attempt to link current weather/environment
conditions to power system reliability. In [15], a three-state
weather model is presented to incorporate failures occur-
ring in major adverse weather conditions. In [16], line failure
rates are updated to the current weather conditions, while
in [17] short term reliability indexes are calculated under
different weather conditions. Reference [18] proposes an algo-
rithm to assess power system resilience to extreme weather
events through standard long term indicators, like Loss Of
Load Expectation (LOLE), using sequential Monte-Carlo
sampling and fragility curves to get component failure
probabilities.
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Fig. 1. Bow-tie diagram for AFTER methodology.

The present paper describes the novel in-depth security
assessment methodology and tool, based on an extended
risk approach, developed within the EU Project AFTER
(A Framework for electrical power sysTems vulnerability iden-
tification, dEfense and Restoration) [19]. The original aspects
of the AFTER approach are: (1) the contingency selection
based on current environmental/weather conditions; (2) the
quantitative link between disturbance root causes and con-
tingencies, by proposing an extension to classical definition
of “risk”. More in detail, the AFTER approach provides an
algorithm to identify a subset of multiple, also dependent,
“dangerous” contingencies which varies according to the cur-
rent weather/environmental conditions: in this way, the N-1
criterion is complemented, avoiding combinatorial explosion
in contingency analysis. The knowledge of the worst events
which a power system is likely to face in the near future can
be of paramount importance to improve the power system
resilience, because it allows to improve the preparedness of
operators and helps in elaborating suitable preventive actions.
Secondly, the AFTER approach proposes a unified and general
framework based on an extended definition of risk and aimed
to quantitatively assess the link between the root causes of dis-
turbances, i.e., threats (hazard, vulnerability assessment), and
the initiating events themselves (contingency planning).

The paper is organized as follows: Section II presents
the risk assessment methodology. Section III describes the
threat/vulnerability modeling and contingency definition, tack-
ling the important topic of the data needed to tune probabilistic
models. Section IV illustrates the two-stage algorithm pro-
posed to select the most risky single and multiple (also
dependent) contingencies. Section V describes the assessment
of the impact of contingencies on power system behavior, and
provides the extended definition of risk. Section VI discusses
the simulation results, and Section VII concludes.

II. PROBABILISTIC RISK ASSESSMENT:
THE “AFTER” APPROACH

The probabilistic risk assessment methodology developed
within AFTER is based on the conceptual bow-tie model
describing the relations between causes and consequences
of unwanted events: Fig. 1 shows an example where the
main unwanted events are contingencies potentially leading

Fig. 2. Percentage contributions of main threats to the electric transmission
faults in the UCTE Continental Europe (CE) area during 2008.

to cascading outages and blackouts, i.e., with severe (major,
critical or catastrophic) consequences.

The left side shows the threat classification adopted in
AFTER, which distinguishes natural threats from human-
related threats, further classified into internal or external to
the power system. The human-related ones are further clas-
sified into intentional (e.g. sabotage) or unintentional (human
errors). This classification has been adopted after a preliminary
investigation of statistical yearbooks available at [20] as well
as of the final reports of recent blackouts aimed at identify-
ing the main causes of service and infrastructure disruptions.
As an example, Fig. 2 shows the contributions of the main
threats, as percentages of the total number of events, to the
disturbances in the UCTE (now ENTSO-E Continental Europe
- CE) grid in 2008.

Threats may lead to a contingency through a set of causes
exploiting vulnerabilities, while the contingency might lead
to different consequences (impacts) through a set of circum-
stances. The initial impact may in turn affect other vulnera-
bilities, incepting a cascading process that finally results in
a blackout. To catch this tight relationship between threats
and contingencies, the classical concept of risk as a triple
{contingency, probability, impact} is revisited and extended.

More specifically, in the modeling framework proposed by
the AFTER approach [21] a threat can affect different vul-
nerabilities of ICT/power system components by activating
stress variables1 (e.g., a tornado induces additional mechani-
cal forces to transmission line pylons). The stress in turn may
cause the failure of a component. The generic ‘contingency’
at system level consists of the failure of one or more compo-
nents. Vulnerability can be mathematically interpreted as the
conditional probability of failure of a component given the
occurrence of a specific threat. In turn, any threat can also be
described in probabilistic terms; e.g., the probability of a natu-
ral threat, such as a lightning or a fire, depends on the weather
or environmental conditions at the time of the event.

More details about the methodology and the prototype are
provided in the next sections.

III. THREAT AND VULNERABILITY MODELING

This section describes in detail the probabilistic modeling of
threats, of component vulnerabilities in the AFTER method-
ology, with a discussion on the availability of data sources for
model tuning.

1Stress variables related to a threat indicate the physical quantities through
which the threat affects the component vulnerabilities.
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A. Modeling of Component Failures

The general formulation to evaluate the failure probability
of one component due to a specific threat derives from prob-
abilistic vulnerability and hazard assessment analyses [22].
The probability of failure PF of a single component whose
vulnerability is defined by a conditional probability func-
tion PV(t|τ, s, x), between time instants t0 and t, subjected
to a single threat characterized by a {stress, time} multi-
variate probability density function (pdf) pThr(τ, s, x) can be
expressed as:

PF(x, t, t0) =
∫ t

t0

∫
S

PV(t|τ, s, x) · pThr(τ, s, x)dsdτ (1)

where:
• PF(x, t, t0) is the probability that the component, located

in x, fails between time instants t0 and t;
• PV(t|τ, s, x) is the conditional probability distribution that

the component fails at time instant t due to value s of
stress variable S (relevant to threat Thr) applied at time
instant τ . Also component vulnerabilities are functions of
time, due for instance to ageing or maintenance;

• pThr(τ, s, x) is the pdf of threat Thr applying value
s of stress variable S in location x, at time τ . Term
pThr(τ, s, x)ds dτ is the probability to have stress s at time
instant τ .

Upper-case letters are used for random variables (e.g., S)
and lower-case letters for random variable realizations or non-
random variables (e.g., s). Multivariate distributions in (1)
should be properly characterized according to the component
and the threat under study. The characterization process may
present several problems due to the lack of sufficient statistical
data available from the analyses of historical series or from
real time monitoring systems. Assuming an “average model”
of stress variable S applied to interval �t = t −t0 leads to (2):

PF(x,�t, t0) =
∫

S
P(�t)

V (t0, s, x) · p(�t)
Thr (t0, s, x)ds (2)

where apex (�t) refers to the average (threat/vulnerability)
model over time interval �t. The interesting aspect of (2)
is that it can be applied to different time frames, given that
a suitable “average” model is available on a “�t” basis. Next
subsections will discuss the models adopted for p(�t)

Thr and P(�t)
V

in the AFTER methodology.
Assuming constant failure rates within �t relevant for oper-

ation (e.g., 15 minutes), a model of the probability of failure
of multiple components, due to the same threat, is obtained
by combining the “time to failure” exponential distributions of
all the involved components according to probability laws. The
more general case of multiple components subjected to multi-
ple threats is also modeled, considering possible dependencies
among threats.

This formulation provides a general framework for prob-
abilistic modeling of power system contingencies. Special
attention will be devoted to short term models, because the tool
is mainly oriented to system operation; however, Section III.E
also reports references which are especially useful for elab-
oration of long term threat models. In the following, only

TABLE I
STRESS VARIABLES FOR THE ANALYZED THREATS

“single threat” scenarios are considered, without jeopardizing
the generality of the approach.

B. Threat Classification and Modeling

The modelled threats may range from natural disasters
(ice and snow storms, pollution, lightning, earthquakes, sabo-
tage, earthquake-induced landslides, floods, fires, tree contact,
component aging) to deliberate acts of sabotage.

Different sources of information can be used to refine the
threat distributions in (2). The tool can exploit statistical
analyses provided in literature for several natural threats. In
addition, very short term models (15 minute ahead) of weather
related threats should be tuned with data coming from real
time monitoring systems. Due to their very low frequency,
both intentional and unintentional human related threats
can be characterized only via qualitative information from
experts.

Poisson distributions for lightning-induced line
outages [23], Bayes networks for animal-related (i.e.,
birds nesting on transmission lines, etc.) [24] or fires threats,
and extreme value distributions for storm-induced ice and
wind loads [25] and for floods [26] are some examples of
long term probabilistic models.

C. Short Term Threat Models

The computation of the last term of (2) requires the knowl-
edge of the dependence of the stress variable pdf on location
x (spatial dependence). The AFTER methodology is general
and can include an accurate representation of the stress vari-
able if data from on-line monitoring systems are available.
As for the spatial dependence issue, the investigation of the
literature leads to identify two categories of threats:

• Q1: threats with “standard” probabilistic models
• Q2: threats with “customised” probabilistic models
TABLE I shows the correspondence between each threat

and its major stress variable(s).
For Q1 category, the spatial distribution of the mean value

of the stress is represented by means of a quite general expres-
sion, i.e., a Gaussian like function, given by (3) where s1, s2,
are fixed parameters characterising the geographical extent of
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the stress; AF and baseload characterize the stress magnitude,
while (xc, yc) is the “center of the stress”.

f (x, y) = (AF − baseload) × e
−

[
(y−yc)

2

s1
+ (x−xc)

2

s2

]
+ baseload

(3)

The above parameters make the formula general enough to
include both spatially spread phenomena (like pollution) and
spatially limited phenomena (like a fire in a substation), and
it can be further generalized by including the ellipsoidal dis-
tributions with their principal axes not parallel to x-y axes:
current formulation in (3) -however- does not limit the gen-
erality of the proposed assessment framework. Without loss
of generality, the standard deviation of a stress variable in
a specific location is modelled as a percentage of the mean
value of the stress itself and depends on the time horizon of
analysis.

For Q2 category the spatial distribution of the mean and
standard deviation of the stress variables is calculated as
a function of scalar or vector fields of specific threat parame-
ters considering different ad hoc “short term” models. For an
ice and snow storm, stress variables (the mechanical loads
and the ice-induced conductivity on insulators) are calcu-
lated by applying stochastic input parameters (wind speeds,
precipitation rates, storm movement direction and speed) to
the ice/snow storm model in [27]. The ground acceleration
scalar field is estimated given the earthquake location and
magnitude, using the attenuation law in [28]. The insula-
tion temperatures for transformers are calculated using the
hottest spot temperature method [29], while the Newmark dis-
placements induced by earthquakes are usually distributed
according to a uniform distribution between 0 and a maximum
displacement, a function of the earthquake magnitude [30]. As
for human related threats, human errors are probabilistically
characterized using general methods, like the Performance
Shaping Factors (PSF) [31]. Intentional attacks to ICT and
power system, including acts ranging from physical attacks
to power infrastructures to cyber-attacks to SCADA systems,
may be modeled using semi-Markov chains, attack trees and
Bayesian networks. The physical attack model in the AFTER
methodology is based on Bayes networks, as in [32].

D. Vulnerability Modeling

In general, each component is characterized by a vulnera-
bility function with respect to each threat. The vulnerability
models used in (2) are obtained from: (a) ad hoc tests,
like mechanical fragility curves, blast withstanding capacity
curves, voltage withstanding capacity curves [33] for insulat-
ing materials; (b) mathematical models which link component
properties to the exposure to specific threats, for exam-
ples rolling sphere method for exposure to lightning [34];
(c) qualitative information from experts or “ad hoc” drills,
like vulnerability of a SCADA system, or of a substation to
physical attacks. Vulnerability models may also include age-
ing processes, e.g., modeled via Arrhenius’ law or combined
electric-thermal stress models [35].

TABLE II
REFERENCES TO STATISTICAL ANALYSES FOR THREATS

AND COMPONENT VULNERABILITIES

E. Data Issues for Model Tuning

The characterization of the probabilistic models is one of
the main barriers for the application of probabilistic tech-
niques in real world power system operation [36]. To this
regard TABLE II collects interesting references which pro-
vide guidelines for statistical analyses of historical data and
for the development of probabilistic models related to different
threats and vulnerabilities of components/systems (from trans-
mission equipment to distribution networks) with special focus
on long/medium term horizons. It’s worth noticing that the reli-
ability data reported in the references of TABLE II are not used
in the risk assessment analyses described in Section VI: short
term threat models, as the ones used in Section VI, are tuned
considering measurements of stress variables (e.g., wind speed,
precipitation rate, etc.), available from technical disturbance
reports concerning specific “real life” weather/environmental
hazards.

Some interesting results have been derived from benchmark-
ing the threat and vulnerability probabilistic models relevant to
lightnings against real world data. As an example, from statis-
tical analysis of real data [23], the yearly average failure rate
λyearly_average of a 220 kV transmission line for the Italian sys-
tem is 3.5·10−10 failures/(km·s). Assuming 15 hours of severe
storm in the region under study allows estimating the failure
rate λBadWeather over “bad weather” quarters of hour:

λBadWeather · 15 · 4
[
quarters of hour

]
= λyearly_average · 365 · 24 · 3600

= 1.8 · 10−4 nr flashes/(km ∗ quarter of hour)

This means 5.4·10−5 failures/(quarter of hour) for any span
of a line (assuming a 300 m long span for a 220 kV line).

The simulation of a severe lightning storm performed by
the AFTER tool on a realistic 220 kV test grid, assuming
a flash-to-ground density of 3.2 flashes/(h·km2), realistic for
severe storms as in [37], shows that the maximum 10-minute
failure probability over the most exposed 300 m long span of
a 220 kV line is 3.6·10−5failures/(10 min), in good matching
with the estimates from historical data.
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IV. CONTINGENCY SELECTION:
A TWO-STAGE APPROACH

The selection of the most “relevant” contingencies to be
further analyzed includes two stages:

i. Selection of critical components via cumulative sum
screening method [37]

ii. Screening of most “risky” contingencies using fast
impact assessment techniques based on topological
metrics

A. Selection of Critical Components (Stage I)

In the first stage all components are ranked based on their
failure probability. The critical components (i.e., the ones
“explaining” the largest fraction of total failure probability)
are identified using a cumulative sum screening technique [37]
which works as follows:

1. rank failure probability of all components into decreas-
ing order, creating a map M(l) = l’ between l and l’
(indexes of original and ordered components)
s.t. P(l′)

F > P(l′−1)
F

2. calculate the cumulative sum for each ordered compo-
nent with index l’ F(l′) = ∑l′

h=1 P(h)
F

3. Find line lTOT whose F minimizes
|F(lTOT) − α

∑N
i=1 P(i)

F | where α, the coefficient
of the sum of failure probabilities of all N components,
is called “fraction of explained total failure probability”

4. Get minimum failure probability threshold PTOT
F as:

PTOT
F = PM−1(lTOT )

F
5. Select components with failure prob. higher than PTOT

F .

B. Generation of Set of Single and Multiple Contingencies

After that, an enumeration technique is adopted to gen-
erate a set of single and multiple contingencies starting
from critical components. Assuming constant failure rates
within �t, the “time to failure” probability distribution for
each non-repairable component is given by an exponential
Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF), as already men-
tioned in Section III.A: this is a valid assumption for short
time intervals as the ones adopted in operation. The exponen-
tial distributions of the “time to failure” of all components
involved in the contingency definition are combined by using
probability theory laws and copula concept, to get the final dis-
tribution of the probability of occurrence of the contingency
PCTG(t): the value of probability used in stage II of the screen-
ing process is the maximum value of PCTG(t) over the time
interval �t of interest, called probctg in the sequel of the paper.
The calculation of the probability of occurrence for high order
(N-k, k>1) contingencies, accounts for common mode and
dependent events. Common mode events (like outage of k
branches subject to the same storm) are analyzed thanks to the
available geo-spatial model of the threat affecting the portion
of the grid under study. Modelled dependent events consist
in (a) busbar contingencies (also accounting for protection
malfunction), (b) power plant contingencies and (c) double
circuit line outages.

TABLE III
DEPENDENT BRANCH AND BUSBAR CONTINGENCIES

WITH PROBABILITIES OF OCCURRENCE

The rationale of the proposed contingency generation
method is to link the failure probability of critical compo-
nents to the probability of occurrence of contingencies. For
example, a set of M critical branches is associated to:

• The multiple “common mode” (CM) branch contingen-
cies: the probability of occurrence PCTG(t) of a specific
configuration of m trippings and M-m non-trippings is
given by (4)

PCTG(t) =
∏

l∈�m

pl(t) ×
∏

l∈�̄m

[
1 − pl(t)

]
(4)

where �̄m is the complementary set of �m (subset of m
tripped branches), and pl(t) is the probability distribution
of the “time to failure” for branch/derived from the rele-
vant failure probability P(l)

F . The dependence on common
cause is given by the single factors of the product (i.e., the
branch failure probabilities) which all change accordingly
to the extent and magnitude of the same threat, exploiting
the available geo-spatial threat model.

• The multiple functional dependent contingencies which
concern busbar systems of substations including the sub-
stations which interconnect power plants to the grid. In
fact, the combination of a stuck breaker and a branch fail-
ure may lead to these contingencies. TABLE III reports
the probability of the main dependent contingencies,
focusing on double busbar systems.

The symbols adopted are listed below: pBv(t) and pHBx(t) are
respectively the failure probability of busbar v and half-busbar
X, pk,A(t) the failure probability of circuit A of double-circuit
line k, C and ρk are respectively the Gaussian copula and
the relevant Pearson correlation coefficient for double cir-
cuit faults, ptrafoj(t) the failure probability of j-th transformer,
pCBj,oc, pBDP,oc and pK,oc the “fail on command” probabil-
ity respectively of j-th Circuit Breaker (CB), Bus Differential
Protection (BDP) and bus coupler (K).

In particular, two failure modes of CBs are modeled:
- The “fail on command” probability pCBj,oc defined in

frequency terms, whose typical values can be found in
literature surveys;
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- The time varying “probability to fault” pCB(t) depend-
ing on environmental conditions and modeled through
suitable vulnerability models in the methodology.
Considering this failure mode, the quantity pBv(t) for
busbar v showing a failure probability of metallic bars
equal to pMBv , and connecting NCB, Bv CB’s and NVT, Bv

Voltage Transformers (VT’s) is given in (5). A similar
equation holds valid for half-busbar failure probability.

pBv(t)

= 1 −

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

(
1 − pMBv(t)

) ×
∏

i=1...NCB, Bv

(1 − pCBi(t))

×
∏

j=1...NVT, Bv

(
1 − pVTj(t)

)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦

(5)

If a generator is found to be a “critical component”, then the
busbars of the relevant interconnecting substation are included
in the set of critical components. In particular, the evalua-
tion of the probability of occurrence of the relevant functional
dependent contingencies accounts for the failure probability of
generators themselves.

C. Contingency Screening (Stage II)

Contingencies are screened based on “ex-ante” risk indica-
tors, which are defined by combining contingency probability
with topological impact metrics, i.e., average inverse geodesic
length [54] and net-ability [55], and their computation is very
fast. The ex-ante metrics adopted are:

• Average Inverse Geodesic Length (AIGL) [54]:

AIGL = 1

NB(NB − 1)

NB∑
i

NB∑
j �=i

1

dij

where dij is the electrical length of the shortest path
between nodes i and j.

• Net-Ability (NETAB) indicator, exploiting the DC load
flow and evaluating the level of congestion on the corri-
dors between generators and loads [55]. In particular, the
net-ability index is given by the following formula:

NETAB = 1

NGND

∑
i∈�

∑
j∈	

Cij

∑
k∈Hij

pk
ij

1

dk
ij

where � and 	 are the sets of generator and load nodes
respectively, while Hij is the set of paths from generator i
to load j; likewise NG and ND are the total numbers of
generators and loads, respectively. Finally, pk

ij is the power
share of path k in transmitting power from i to j, and Cij

is the transfer capacity between generation node i and
load node j.

The proposed screening algorithm provides several options
to tune the selection of the contingency set, e.g., maximum
“ex-ante” risk threshold and the fraction of “explained” total
failure probability.

Each contingency is not only characterized by the set of
components that are tripped to clear the fault, but also by
the time sequence of the trippings themselves depending on

Fig. 3. Rationale of the algorithm to evaluate cascading path probability.

the behaviour of primary and backup protections. Thus, when
dynamic simulations are performed, the same “static” contin-
gency defined in terms of tripped components may correspond
to a set of different “dynamic” contingencies.

V. MODELING OF ICT/POWER SYSTEM

RESPONSE TO CONTINGENCIES

After the contingency screening, the impact of each contin-
gency is evaluated using a quasi-static cascading engine and/or
a time domain simulator.

A. Impact Assessment

The cascading engine [56], [57], aimed to simulate at least
the early stages of the cascade triggered by contingencies, uses
probabilistic event trees to analyze a quite exhaustive set of
cascading paths, accounting for hidden failures [58] and uncer-
tain protection settings, and quantifying the impact (in terms
of loss of load - LOL) and the probability of each path.

The evaluation of the probability of each cascading path
over time t is based on the algorithm, illustrated in Fig. 3.
Each “child” state at k-th cascading step belongs to set Sc,k

and it is generated by one of the states composing the set
Sp,k of “parent states” at (k-1)-th step. A transition from two
subsequent cascading steps in the event-tree is characterized
by a parent state (higher node of the event tree) and a child
state (one of the lower nodes stemming from the “parent”
node). The parent state at step 1 is the system state after the
contingency application. The probability of having a certain
child state S(i2)

c,k at latest at time t given a specific parent state

S(i1)
p,k has occurred before time t is given by (6). The evaluation

of the conditional probability of the whole cascading path is
obtained by recursively applying (6), taking into account that
the set of “parent states” for cascading step k+1 is a subset
of the children states for step k.

P
(

tSc,k(i2) ≤ t, tSp,k(i1) < t
)

=
∫ t

t0
PSc,k(i2) (t|τ) · pSp,k(i1) (τ )dτ

(6)

where pSp,k(i1) (τ ) is the probability density function of the time

instant of occurrence of parent state S(i1)
p,k while PSc,k(i2) (t|τ)

is the conditional probability that state S(i2)
c,k occurs at latest at

time t.
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The time domain simulator evaluates in detail the system
dynamic response in the early seconds after each contingency,
including primary and back up protection logics, i.e., the
bus differential protection, distance relays (zones 1 and 2),
overcurrent protection for transformers, breaker failure device.

B. Impact and Risk Indicators

Risk is classically defined as a triple {contingency, prob-
ability, impact} [6]. In the AFTER approach an extended
concept of risk is introduced: risk is defined as a quadru-
ple {threat, vulnerability, contingency, impact} where the
“probability” term is replaced by the probability distributions
associated to threats and vulnerabilities. The adopted defini-
tion allows to link PHA (Probabilistic Hazard Assessment)
studies to SA (Security Assessment) analyses, moving the
focus to the root causes of disruption events. This is a step
forward with respect to classical PRA (Probabilistic Risk
Assessment) approaches (like OL-RBSA [6]) where the proba-
bility of occurrence of the contingency is usually derived from
historical data statistical analyses, and does not correspond to
actual environmental conditions where power system operates.
In particular, the adopted risk indicator is the expected value
of the impact for the considered contingencies considering
threats and component vulnerabilities [57]. The vulnerability
of the components links the probabilistic model of generic
threat Thrp with the probability of occurrence of contingency
ctg, while the vulnerability in the system response links con-
tingency ctg with the final consequences (impact) on the power
system itself. The action of threats on power system clearly
depends also on the specific (current or forecast) power sys-
tem operating conditions OCj. In the present paper, the term
“operating condition” includes both strictly operational con-
ditions, i.e., load pattern, generation dispatch and network
topology, and more general environmental conditions, like
ambient temperature, wind speed. In any case, risk can be
associated to:

1. a specific contingency (deemed as “dangerous” in the
specific operating point subject to the given threat): con-
tingency risk indicators help operators focus on events
with highest risk (to plan suitable control actions)

2. the operating condition and the set of “dangerous” con-
tingencies: global indicators assess how system risk
changes under varying threats.

In the following, some examples are reported to demon-
strate the dependence of risk on the properties of specific threat
Thrp (intensity, location, etc.) under a given operating condi-
tion OCj. In fact, the larger the intensity of a threat, the higher
is the probability that a component fails (effect on probabil-
ity) and the larger the set of components more prone to fail,
i.e., the higher the impact on the system. Also the specific
operating condition can affect both the severity and the prob-
ability of contingencies –given the same threat scenario-: for
example, a lower meshing in network topology (e.g., due to
the operation of substations with separate busbars) can favor
cascading outages with amounts of disconnected load higher
than in case of a more meshed topology (effect on impact);
moreover, given the same ambient conditions in terms of wind

TABLE IV
CHARACTERIZATION OF IMPACT INDICATORS

speed and radiation, a higher current on an overhead line can
increase the flashover probability due to contacts with trees
(effect on probability).

Given the above statement, the risk indicator associated to
a specific contingency ctg –henceforth called Contingency Risk
CRctg− is given by (7).

CRctg = imp
OCj
Thrp

(ctg) × prob
OCj
Thrp

(ctg) (7)

where imp
OCj
Thrp

(ctg) and prob
OCj
Thrp

(ctg) are respectively the
impact and the probability of the contingency (already defined
in Section IV) as functions of operating conditions OCj and
threat Thrp. The probabilistic modeling of threat Thrp and
vulnerabilities (described in Section III) and the combina-
tion of failure probabilities of components (see Section IV.B)
provide term prob

OCj
Thrp

(ctg), while the simulation of power
system response to contingency ctg through the cascading
engine and time domain simulation provides term imp

OCj
Thrp

(ctg).
In the following a shorter notation will be adopted replac-
ing imp

OCj
Thrp

(ctg) with impctg and prob
OCj
Thrp

(ctg) with probctg

(already used in Section IV.B).
The AFTER approach provides both static and dynamic

impact and risk indicators. Impact of contingency ctg is
expressed as a weighted average of impact metrics Impj,ctg

on entities j, i.e., Impctg = ∑
j(Impj,ctg × wj)/

∑
j wj.

TABLE IV reports the weights and severity functions
depending on the security problem. It’s worth noticing that
largest weights are associated to branches with higher rat-
ings, to nodes with higher nominal voltages, and to generators
with largest inertias: in fact, conventional engineering studies
demonstrate that an overload on a highly rated branch may
cause more severe problems to system security (like cascading
outages, protection interventions, etc.) than the same entity of
overload on a small rated branch. Similar considerations hold
valid for the violations on node voltages, and for the devia-
tions of generator speeds. One example of impact indicator
is also the LOL (Loss of Load) metrics already mentioned in
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the description of cascading simulator in Section V.A. In this
case, the severity function is the load lost at the end of j-th
cascading path, while the weight consists in the conditional
probability of the cascading path, calculated by recursively
applying (6).

The general expression for system risk indicators SR is
reported in (8).

SR =
N

OCj
Thrp∑

ctg=1

probctg · Impctg (8)

where N
OCj
Thrp

depends on specific threat Thrp and operating
conditions OCj and represents the number of “dangerous”
contingencies selected based on the two-stage contingency
selection algorithm in Section IV.

It’s worth noticing that the probability-based filtering in
stage I accounts for the features of threat Thrp from which the
failure probabilities of the components are derived, while the
risk-based stage II filters the contingencies on the basis of
the estimated impact on the specific OCj.

C. Influence Factors on Risk Assessment

Two main influence factors have been modeled:
- renewable and load forecast uncertainties; to eval-

uate their effect on operational risk, the AFTER
tool gets the pdf’s of the risk indicators by com-
bining Point Estimate Method [60] and Third–order
Polynomial Normal Transformation: simulation results
and validation tests against Monte-Carlo sampling are
reported in [61]. This modeling capability makes the
methodology able to perform risk analyses on future
power system states which are forecasted k hours in
advance for operational planning studies. Simulations in
Section VI are more focused on potential applications
of the tool for security assessment analyses during the
very short term operation of the power system on spe-
cific operating conditions: over a 10-15 minute future
interval forecast uncertainties can be neglected and this
functionality is not further discussed.

- uncertain response of automatic/manual defense systems
due to ICT failures or operators’ delays; the quasi static
cascading engine includes the probabilistic models of:
(a) Manual load shedding actions to relief congestions;
(b) Automatic actions (anti-cascading load shedding; fast
tripping of critical units) [62].

D. An Overview of the AFTER Risk Assessment Tool

Fig. 4 shows the architecture of the prototype for risk assess-
ment, developed in MATLAB environment: each module is
characterized by a specific letter put into brackets.

The upper modules of scenario generator (top part of the
diagram) apply the probabilistic modeling to the threat and
ICT/power system component vulnerability, determining the
component failure probability [20]. Module C first applies the
cumulative sum screening method, selecting the critical com-
ponents (i.e., those which represent the fraction of “explained”
total failure probability).

Fig. 4. Architecture of the AFTER risk assessment tool for power and ICT
risk assessment.

Thereafter, module C runs the enumeration technique
to generate an exhaustive set of single and multiple
(also dependent) contingencies, which are then screened using
fast algorithms. The response of ICT/power system to con-
tingencies is simulated using the time domain simulator and
the cascading engine available in module R. This module
can account for influencing factors like forecast uncertain-
ties on loads and renewables and uncertain response of
defence/control systems.

The impact of each contingency is computed in module I,
and risk indicators are calculated by combining probability and
impact in module RI. The final outcome consists of technical
risk indicators to rank contingencies and track overall system
security.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section presents results coming from extensive appli-
cation of the tool to a real EHV grid, namely a portion of
the Italian 220/400 kV system (about 80 nodes), and to the
IEEE Reliability Test System [62]. The analysis is performed
on the set of available models of threats, from natural threats
(e.g., ice/snow storms) to human-related threats (sabotage).
TABLE V reports the values adopted for the stress parameters
of the models in Section III.

For each grid, two operating states are considered, respec-
tively high and low demand. For each operating state and threat
scenario, the tool extracts the set of dangerous contingencies.
Standard values (used by the Italian TSO) are adopted for pro-
tection delay times. Risk indexes refer to a 10-minute interval:
the paper focuses on the LOL risk index, as it is a relevant
index to enhance power system reliability. Both contingency
and system risk assessment functionalities are discussed in
next subsections, including uncertainties related to protection
responses and operators’ behavior.

A. Contingency Risk Assessment

Contingency selection has been run adopting the two above-
mentioned topological “ex-ante” impact metrics and several
values of the selection parameters (the minimum ex-ante risk
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TABLE V
CHARACTERIZATION OF THE 26 THREAT SCENARIOS

TABLE VI
CTG SET SIZE VS CTG SELECTION PARAMETERS – WIND STORM 1

threshold and the fraction of “explained” total failure proba-
bility). TABLE VI reports the number of contingencies to be
analyzed for “wind storm 1” threat applied in the North West
of the realistic EHV grid in the high load state, considering the
net-ability metrics: for a 70% fraction, three double circuits are
identified as critical (with a maximum failure probability of
a circuit of 3.9·10−4/(10 min)). A 10−20 ex-ante risk threshold
leads to 91 single and multiple common mode and dependent
events, corresponding to 241 “dynamic” contingencies.

A high risk threshold limits the number of N-k contingen-
cies to be analyzed, while the higher the fraction of explained

Fig. 5. Typical prototype outcome: a contingency ranking list.

failure probability the larger the number of selected N-1 and
N-2. For the present scenario, a relatively high risk thresh-
old permits to detect the multiple contingencies which most
contribute to the total risk: in fact, for the 70% case, passing
from 10−10 to 10−20 increases the number of selected N-k
contingencies (from 26 to 70) with only a slight total LOL
risk increase (+ 0.06%).

Fig. 5 reports the LOL risk based ranking list of con-
tingencies for “0.7 & 10−20” case, in the typical tabular
format for the outcome of the AFTER prototype. The head-
ers of the columns of the output table refer to the identifier
of the contingency (“CntDescr”), the risk of Loss of Load
(“LOL Risk”), the category of contingency according to the
number of outaged components (“Cnt Type”), and the sever-
ity of each contingency based on the amount of Loss of Load
(“LOL [MW]”).

The top contingencies are all multiple dependent contingen-
cies (busbar faults with loss of half-busbars “SSB” or of entire
busbar systems “SB”, dependent failure on double circuit lines
“DT”): the contribution of the most risky dependent N-2 (N-k)
event is equal to 60% (30%) of total LOL risk: this demon-
strates the relevance of multiple dependent contingencies in
security assessment.

B. Effect of Threat Scenarios on System Risk

The second highlighted aspect is the ability of the tool to
track the security of a power system operating state in case
of changing weather/environmental phenomena, by monitor-
ing global risk indicators over time. In particular, the global
LOL risk indicator is assessed for the 26 threat scenarios
described in TABLE V and applied to two operating states
(autumn day peak load and night load) of the realistic EHV
grid. Fig. 6 shows the global LOL risk indicators (expressed
in dB, on basis 10−15, due to the wide range of values).

Simulations point out the sensitivity to the threat magnitude
(the minimum global risk increase from “mild” to “severe”
threat is 14 dB).

Moreover, assessing the global LOL risk indicators allows
quantifying the benefits of countermeasures adopted by TSOs:
e.g., scenarios Sabotage 1 and Sabotage 3 compare different
levels of physical security measures applied to transmission
lines, while scenarios Tree1 and Tree2 compare two OHL
(overhead line) pathway maintenance procedures. Simulations
show that higher global risk values for some threats (pollu-
tion, flood, earthquake, landslide, tree contact, lightning and
fire) are detected in the high load condition, while the other
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TABLE VII
OUTCOMES OF CONTINGENCY SELECTION AND IMPACT ASSESSMENT FOR TWO THREAT SCENARIOS

(WIND STORM 1 AND POLLUTION 1) AND TWO OC’S (HIGH AND LOW LOAD)

64.3

Fig. 6. Global LOL risk (in dB, with base level 10−15) for high and low
load operating conditions and for 26 different threat scenarios.

threats (icing, wind storm, snow storm, sabotage and aging)
cause higher risk in the low load condition. In fact, threats
have different ranges of influence: some threats are localized,
hence they affect relatively few components; other threats are
more widespread, hence it is more likely that several compo-
nents are affected. Moreover, low and high load states differ
for the meshing level of the grid: low load state is character-
ized by lower meshing level of the grid due to the operation of
three 220/132 kV substations with separate half-busbars, hence
a loss of load may occur even with a relatively low order con-
tingency. To demonstrate this statement, TABLE VII reports
some statistics (in particular, the number of critical compo-
nents, the upper and median values for probability and LOL
impact considering three contingency categories, N-1, N-2 and
N-k, k>2) related to threat scenarios “wind storm 1” and “pol-
lution 1” and to the two operating conditions under test. The
same parameters for contingency selection are adopted in all
cases (min ex-ante risk threshold = 10−20 and fraction of
explained failure probability = 70%).

It’s worth noticing that the number of critical components
is different for the two threats: the same 6 critical components
(specifically three 220 kV double circuits) are identified for the
wind storm 1 scenario both in low and high load operating

conditions, while only two critical components are identi-
fied in pollution 1 scenario: the larger geographical extent of
wind storm 1 scenario determines a wider set of components
with significant failure probabilities, and the cumulative sum
screening method selects a larger set of components which
explains 70% of the total failure probability. This demonstrates
the differences in the interaction between threats and the grid.

The higher risk of wind storm 1 scenario in the low load sce-
nario is due to the higher impact of N-1 contingencies which
are also characterized by a higher probability of occurrence
with respect to N-k, k >1 contingencies. TABLE VII shows
that the median impact of a N-1 contingency passes from
9.0·10−4 to 9.9·10−3 from high load to low load operating
condition: the contribution to total LOL risk coming from N-
1 events passes from 28% to 98%. This is explained by the
lower meshing level of the grid in the low load scenario: spe-
cific N-1 events in combination with possible hidden failures
may cause more severe cascades in terms of lost load than in
a more meshed grid configuration.

For pollution 1 scenario, the contributions of different
contingency categories to total LOL risk do not change sig-
nificantly from high load to low load scenario: the higher
LOL risk in high load is due to larger impacts of N-1 events
(0.0189 MW against 3.23·10−4 MW) and of N-k events
(median impact passes from 0.189 MW in low load OC to
6.41 MW in high load OC). Similar considerations hold valid
for high current and low voltage risk indicators.

Overall, the not trivial simulation results show the impor-
tance of simulating current threats on the actual operating
state. The noticeable contributions of multiple N-k depen-
dent contingencies to the system risk for some threats in
TABLE VII (e.g., wind storm 1 in high load OC) demon-
strate that conventional security criterion based on credibility
criteria (like N-1) underestimate the actual level of risk.

C. Effect of Relay Hidden Failures on System Risk

Assessing the effect of line protection hidden failures (i.e.,
inadvertent tripping) [58] on the risk of blackouts can provide
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Fig. 7. The LOL severity for a specific contingency for different cases of
operators’ time delay in deploying control actions.

a valuable help both in operational planning and in mainte-
nance policies. Threat scenario “pollution 1” is simulated for
three values of hidden failure probabilities: 0% (no hidden fail-
ures), 1% and 5%. An increase in hidden failure probability
from 0% to 5% brings a 239% increment of the LOL global
risk: in fact, a higher hidden failure probability makes mul-
tiple inadvertent trippings (thus, cascading outages with loss
of load) much probable also following frequent events, like
N-1 contingencies, which greatly contribute to LOL risk, due
to their high probability.

D. Effect of Operators’ Actions on Contingency Risk

Given the high load operating condition of the IEEE RTS,
subject to pollution scenario “pollution 1” and a 1% hidden
failure probability, the tool is run for five case of operators’
average delay times: 30 s, 60 s, 3 min., 20 min. and ∞ (i.e.,
no actions are deployed). The global LOL risk is reduced by
1% passing from “no action” to “30 s” case. The inclusion of
operator actions may have little influence on the global LOL
risk: in fact, operators’ actions are immediately required only
for very severe contingencies which usually little contribute to
global risk, due to their very low probability (in most cases,
allowable time for actions is not an issue). For some contin-
gencies, the fast deployment of operators’ action reduces the
LOL severity. Fig. 7 reports the LOL severity index of one
multiple busbar contingency for the five cases.

A mean value of operators’ delay of 180 s reduces the LOL
severity by 64% wrt “no action” scenario: identifying similar
contingencies is crucial in operational planning. The knowl-
edge of the time limits to assure the effectiveness of operators’
actions helps improve system resilience and it is very valuable
especially in case of extreme events or natural disasters where
the quick and effective response by the operators is critical.

E. Effect of Delayed Intervention of Protection Schemes

Given “wind storm 1” threat on the high load state of the
realistic EHV grid, the simulation goal is to quantify the
risk increase due to malfunctioning of EHV line teleprotec-
tion, given the same contingency set. Thus, two cases are
run: in case 1 a fault in zone 2 is cleared with an “accel-
erated” zone 1 tripping time of 140ms. Case 2 assumes that
teleprotection does not work with a zone 2 tripping time of
400ms. The faults are applied at 10% from the 1st end of each

TABLE VIII
RISK AND IMPACT VARIATIONS FOR TELEPROTECTION

MALFUNCTIONING: RESULTS FOR N-1, N-2, AND

N-k CONTINGENCIES

line (i.e., system response depends on teleprotection status).
TABLE VIII reports the variations of dynamic risk and impact
indexes, respectively �R and �Imp, caused by teleprotection
malfunctioning, for groups of contingencies (N-1, N-2 and
N-k, k>2).

For all dynamic security indicators, teleprotection malfunc-
tion mainly affects the impact of multiple N-k contingencies
(highest mean impact increase), which also show large dif-
ferences in impact increments: in fact, the impacts of some
N-k multiple contingencies are not affected by teleprotection
behaviour.

The largest N-k impact increment for angle instability prob-
lems refers to a multiple dependent event consisting of a fault
on one bay of a substation close to a large power plant, with
missing signal from primary protection and consequent inter-
vention of back-up protections of all the branches connected
to the half busbar with the faulty bay. In the present case,
teleprotection malfunction mainly affects the risk of dynamic
overvoltage which undergoes a drastic increase. Moreover, for
all instability problems analyzed, the percentage contribution
to total risk coming from multiple N-k contingencies is higher
than N-2 contribution (thus not negligible, as assumed in con-
ventional security analyses) and decreases when teleprotection
does not work.

VII. CONCLUSION

The paper has presented an “extended” definition of risk,
a comprehensive probabilistic risk based security assessment
methodology and a tool suitable for operation and operational
planning purposes. The proposed “all hazards” approach is
able to adapt the set of single and multiple (also common
mode and dependent) contingencies to be analyzed in security
analyses, on the basis of short term evolution of the current
threats, and to rank the contingencies using risk indicators.
Extensive tests of the prototype on different operating states
and threat scenarios demonstrate the importance of simulating
actual threats in current power system operating conditions,
in view of effective and comprehensive security analyses. The
tool shows several potential advantages for the TSOs. First of
all, the prototype helps operator improve the resilience of the
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power system: the “dynamic” selection of contingencies on the
basis of the current environmental/weather threats allows oper-
ators to identify the most risky disruption scenarios in the near
future (next few tens of minutes up to few hours), so that they
can prepare suitable preventive/corrective actions to cope with
them, should they actually occur. Moreover, the methodology
has the following advantages over N-1 security assessment
practice: first, contingency selection criterion is based on
a risk concept and allows complementing conventional (N-1)
security criteria, thus including also multiple common mode
and dependent events, which may result in large disruptions.
Secondly, the two-stage contingency screening process allows
selecting a subset of most significant multiple contingen-
cies, thus reducing the computational burden. Furthermore,
the unified and flexible probabilistic framework based on an
“extended” definition of risk allows modeling a large set of
threats and component vulnerabilities in a coherent way; this
represents a valuable step for a future exploitation of large
sets of data provided by online monitoring systems at TSOs’
control centers. The parameterization of hazard/vulnerability
models lets the user perform sensitivity analyses to compare
the effectiveness of different procedures (maintenance or phys-
ical security practices). The prototype can also help quantify
the effect of hidden failures, operators’ delays and delayed pro-
tection intervention on power system, providing also valuable
contributions to assess power/ICT interdependencies.
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